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GMA ToughBlast™ is ideal for tank exteriors, liners, rail car facilities, water towers, waste or water treatment facilities, and general maintenance.

GMA ToughBlast™ engineered innovation for
the toughest coating removal jobs
For over three decades, GMA has been
producing the highest quality premium
products from our own sources of
Almandine garnet - known for its
natural hardness, durability and
abrasive characteristics.
Beyond quality, we are constantly
striving for new ways to add value to
our customers’ business by developing
innovative products that are fit for
purpose while maximising productivity
and performance of their operations.
One of the focus areas of our research
was the effective removal of tough
coatings. Following extensive testing
using different blends of garnet from our
multiple deposits across the globe, the
unique blend of both alluvial and hard
rock garnet was found to be ideal for
a ‘cut and clean’ approach to removing
tough coating jobs.
The ‘cut and clean’ method requires a
perfectly engineered blend of angular
hard rock garnet to remove resilient
industrial coatings, and the durability of
our sub-angular alluvial garnet to sweep
off any remaining surface contaminants.
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GMA adds Kennametal ROCTEC®
APX nozzles to worldwide
distributorship.

The combination creates an impeccably
prepared clean surface and profile for
coating treatments.
After months of rigorous trials and testing,
our Sales and Technical teams in USA
formulated and engineered the ideal blend
- GMA ToughBlast™ garnet. It delivers
fast coating removal and a quicker clean
at the lowest possible consumption rate
which ultimately delivers a better total
cost solution.
Since the release of GMA ToughBlast™
in the US market, the product has gone
from strength to strength and is now
approved by major paint manufacturers,
oil companies, shipyards, international
fabricators and defence industry.

for blasting applications and has partnered
with customers, industry, universities and
government to research and develop products
that deliver for our customers’ specific
performance requirements.
Ultimately, GMA’s product development
aims are about improving productivity
which reduces costs, safeguarding people
and equipment and extending industrial
asset life.
If you would like to know more about
how GMA ToughBlast™ can help your
business achieve your goals, contact us at
info.global@gmagarnet.com or your local
sales representative in your area.
By Anthony Burns,
Perth

The unique blend of both GMA's alluvial
and hard rock garnet is ideal for tank
exteriors, liners, rail car facilities, water
towers, waste or water treatment
facilities, and general maintenance.

GMA ToughBlast™
garnet. It delivers fast
coating removal and
a quicker clean at
the lowest possible
consumption rate.

GMA ToughBlast™ is one example of
GMA’s continued pursuit for innovation.
Throughout our 35 years history, GMA has
led the advancement of garnet abrasives
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Innovative solution for pipeline
repair at Fadhili plant project.
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Shipyard saves 70% in
abrasive consumption with
GMA ToughBlast™

CORPORATE

GMA adds Kennametal ROCTEC® APX nozzles
to worldwide distributorship
Effective February 2019, GMA is an
authorised worldwide distributor of
Kennametal’s new ROCTEC® APX abrasive
waterjet nozzles.
Kennametal ROCTEC® APX nozzles
provide 20 percent greater nozzle life
than the industry-leading ROCTEC® 500
waterjet series, which already significantly
outperforms other conventional tungsten
carbide nozzles.
GMA has been distributing Kennametal
ROCTEC nozzles for 19 years. In this
long-term partnership, Kennametal has
been supporting GMA in finding technical
solutions for specific waterjet applications.
GMA CEO Stephen Gobby said
Kennametal’s consistent high product
quality, reliability and availability make them
a perfect partner for GMA.
“We have been working with Kennametal
for many years and we look forward to
continuing the relationship with this
excellent new product. The combination of
two high performing products – the APX
nozzle and GMA Garnet abrasives will raise
the bar in edge quality and performance
while improving productivity for our
customers,” he said.
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APX nozzles are ideal for use in precision
cutting applications such as aviation,
aerospace, defense, automotive and
medical where long, uninterrupted cuts
or close tolerances must be maintained
for long periods to keep part integrity
or minimise expensive scrap due to
premature nozzle failure.
It provides a longer period of precision
cutting while increasing operational
efficiency. Its long life and consistent
wear set a new standard for highperformance cutting.
• Longer uninterrupted cuts
• Precision cutting performance
• Highest possible cutting-edge quality
• Fewer nozzle changes for greater uptime.
Using APX series nozzles, waterjet shops
can take on even more challenging, complex
jobs, or run at faster production speeds, or
longer production periods.
Waterjet machine manufactures continue
to develop higher pressure pumps and more
efficient cutting processes. ROCTEC® APX is
a next-generation nozzle designed to meet
these requirements.
By Tiziano Cher, Frankfurt

The ROCTEC® APX nozzles provide 20 percent
greater nozzle life than the industry-leading
ROCTEC® 500 waterjet series, which already
significantly outperforms other conventional
tungsten carbide nozzles.

CORPORATE | MIDDLE EAST

Innovative solution for
pipeline repair at Fadhili
plant project
It is a common challenge to have
protective coatings on metal surfaces
compromised during transportation
and construction on site. When left
unattended, it may lead to corrosion.
The GMA team in Jubail addressed a
similar challenge at the Fadhili project
in Jubail, Saudi Arabia in October last
year. The USD$13.3bn gas plant built
by Saudi Aramco is scheduled to be
completed by the end of 2019.

The toughest
conditions on
earth are no
challenge for
GMA Garnet
Abrasive blasting customers around
the globe trust GMA for our highquality, high performing products that
meet customers challenging demands.
Since the early 1980s, our products
have been distributed to customers
far and wide, from major industrial
project sites in the Middle East, to
manufacturing facilities in the USA
and recently to Earth's southernmost
continent, Antarctica.

Selected areas on a number of carbon
steel pipelines of the newly built
structure required cleaning and recoating. The protective coating on
these areas had peeled off and the
exposed areas were affected
by corrosion.
The initial surface preparation work for
these pipelines were performed offsite by the contractor using steel shot
but they were requested to use GMA
Garnet, the preferred abrasive media
by Saudi Aramco for their repair work.
Moreover, the repair work is
performed in confined areas where
conventional blasting equipment
cannot be used. Precision blasting is
required to avoid affecting the rest of
the well-coated areas of the pipelines.

Precision blasting is required to avoid affecting the
rest of the well-coated areas of the pipelines.

Based on these requirements, the GMA
team proposed an innovative solution
of using the IBIX 9 Pressure Blaster.
These portable blasting machines are
uncommonly used in major large-scale
projects but after seeing how effective
the machines perform on pre-coated
surfaces during the blasting trials,
Saudi Aramco insisted on using the
IBIX 9 and GMA Garnet to complete
the repair work.
The repair work is expected to be
completed in April 2019.
By Ramkumar Vijayakumar, Jubail

As the product of choice for
maintenance work at the largest
remote scientific station in Antarctica,
GMA Speedblast™ was used to blast
clean the station’s fuel tanks in the
driest, coldest and windiest conditions
on Earth.
The extreme conditions at the station
were no challenge for our tough,
natural and chemical free garnet which
was perfect for operation in one of the
world’s most fragile environments.
By Stephanie Cheong, Perth
The GMA team proposed the use of IBIX 9 Pressure Blaster which is uncommonly used in
major large-scale projects for the pipelines repair work.
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JETTALK

F E AT U R E S E R I E S
The Garnet Edge brings
you JetTalk - a series on
waterjet cutting tips and
solutions contributed by
our experienced waterjet
solutions team.
Waterjet cutting equipment offers incredible flexibility that can be easily adjusted for a specific cutting requirement.

JetTalk:

A match made in heaven ( Part II)
In Match Made in Heaven Part I, we discussed the basics of waterjet cutting and examined how and why using
GMA Garnet can drastically improve the performance of your abrasive waterjet cutting operation. We will now
explore why garnet abrasive is most relevant to certain type of materials, and which waterjet machines are best
suited with GMA Garnet.
How does the quality of garnet used
affect a waterjet cutting application?

What materials can abrasive waterjet
cutting cut?

High quality abrasive delivers consistent
cutting performance. The ideal waterjet
abrasives have the heaviest particles
that the water stream can accelerate to
maximum velocity and thus generates the
maximum cutting force.

Abrasive waterjet is an extremely viable
and powerful process. With the right
settings and perfect combination of
pressure, water and garnet, you can cut
any material. The high precision and
flexible cutting process are suitable for a
variety of materials and thickness of up
to 300mm.

The key to waterjet cutting operations is
to choose an abrasive with high purity,
accurate sizing and reliable quality to
achieve excellent cutting performance. It
is important to note that not all garnet is
the same. GMA Garnet consists of natural
alluvial particles that are much harder than
garnet sourced elsewhere. It is less friable
with better cutting speed and power which
improves your project’s productivity.
When it comes to the long-term
profitability of a waterjet cutting operation,
it is vital to focus on the cutting speed and
consumption per minute. GMA Garnet
cuts quicker and consumes less volume
compared to substitutes. Moreover, GMA
Garnet creates less wear and tear on
your cutting equipment and increases the
longevity of your focussing tubes, thus
reducing overall equipment maintenance.
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Garnet abrasive waterjet can cut hard
materials like carbon steel, stainless steel,
aluminium, copper, ceramic, granite,
marble, glass and composite, carbon fibre
and Fibreglass Reinforced Polymer (FRP).

Which machines are best suited for
use with GMA Garnet?
In general GMA Garnet can be used for
all waterjet cutting machines. We are well
known because of our availability of garnet
supply globally and consistently sized, high
quality garnet. Leading waterjet cutting
manufacturers recommend GMA Garnet
to their customers as we are customer
focussed and technical experts in the
waterjet cutting industry.

Today, waterjet cutting machine
manufacturers offer a wide range of
advanced and modern machines. New
products such as FIVE-X Cutting heads, 3D
cutting components, 6,000 bar HP pumps
and MicroJet cutting machines are specially
designed to cut materials at high precision
with extreme tolerances.
Having a consistent flow of garnet
abrasive is a key requirement for waterjet
cutting. Smooth delivery of garnet into the
cutting head is a critical component for an
uninterrupted waterjet cutting operation.
A well-regulated and consistent feed of
quality garnet will result in a tighter, more
cohesive cutting stream that produces a
high quality edged cut and reduced overall
garnet consumption.

By Kjeld Lauritzen,

Aabenraa

BLASTTALK

F E AT U R E S E R I E S
The Garnet Edge now
includes BlastTalk - a
series on blast cleaning
tips & solutions to help
you achieve maximum
value and results in your
blasting projects.
Finer garnet grains produce a more uniform surface profile, cleaner finish and higher peak density.

BlastTalk:

Advantages of finer grade garnet (Part II)
In the previous edition, we talked about the advantages of finer versus
coarser grade garnet on industrial coatings and explored some practical
aspects to consider when choosing the garnet grain size for a desired
surface profile. Let’s talk about the different application examples for
finer grain garnet.

By John Halewood,
Manchester

Sweep Blasting

General Maintenance

Architectural Concrete

This process is often used to prepare
structures where an existing coating has
deteriorated or a recently blasted surface
has flash rusted. Intact paintwork needs
to be brush blasted to remove loose paint,
contamination and produce a surface
profile for subsequent recoating.

Blasting with a finer grade garnet is
beneficial when you have low build
coatings or heavily pitted surfaces. Using
a finer grade garnet on low build coating
systems results in a faster blast with
more particles impacting the surface per
square foot. In the case of heavily pitted
surfaces, finer garnet particles are able to
fit into pitted areas to clean where coarser
particles cannot.

In order to achieve a quality and uniform
finish, it is essential to use a finer grade
garnet to ensure the specified finish is
obtained. Often, using a coarser abrasive
can result in over-blasting that can
produce an unacceptable surface finish.
Once that happens, there is no going back.

Any corroded areas will also need to be
blast cleaned to a specified standard.
A smaller garnet grain abrasive will
effectively etch the intact coating, while
scouring into any existing surface profile
on the exposed substrate, enabling the
original profile to be efficiently re-serviced
for the new coating. It also facilitates
a feathered transition between intact
coating and bare steel.

Therefore, using a finer garnet grade can
prevent premature coating failure due to
substandard cleanliness. Furthermore,
as garnet is an abrasive that generates
minimal levels of dust, it facilitates efficient
surface preparation without undue
contamination of surrounding areas.

Aluminium structures and
galvanised surfaces
The scouring effect of smaller grains can
serve to clean away contamination from
surface undulations. Lower air pressure
will avoid undue damage to relatively
soft surfaces.

In the next edition, we will be talking
about advantages on other materials
such as fibreglass, graffiti removal,
turbines and propellers, when not to
use a finer grade garnet and practical
considerations.
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Shipyard saves 70% in abrasive
consumption with shift to GMA
ToughBlast™
A shipyard in New York harbour
recently switched blasting abrasives
to trial GMA ToughBlast™ garnet
and discovered efficiencies across
the operation.
Previously using slag abrasives, the
shipyard had to contend with several
key issues affecting their operational
costs and productivity – dust, disposal
of slag and scheduling abrasive
delivery to keep up with production.
Furthermore, the blasting operations
were mainly conducted at night due to
high dust levels.
The shipyard used GMA ToughBlast™
garnet for blast cleaning two steel
ocean barges with a surface area
of 10,219m2 (110,000ft2) to a
commercial blast of SP-6 and
achieved significant results.
Using GMA ToughBlast™ garnet, the
shipyard experienced substantial
savings of up to 70% in abrasive
consumption. The total garnet
consumption was only 250 tonnes
compared to 825 tonnes of copper
slag typically required for a project
of this size.
In addition, the reduced consumption
rate also resulted in less downtime
required to refill the blasting pots.
Rather than refilling the eight-tonne
blasting pot every 2.5 hours when
using slag, the change to GMA
ToughBlast™ garnet allowed workers
to continue blasting throughout
the night shift without interruption
for refilling, which could then be
completed by the day crew.

As a further convenience, refilling the
blasting pot during the day could be
completed by bulk bags rather than
two 25t bulk tankers of slag per day.
The use of bulk bags also meant that
regular flat-bed trucks could make the
deliveries while production continued
and to stay on top of deliveries.
The result was an impressive increase
in efficiency from each blaster
covering 111m2 (1200ft2) per night
(using slag) to between 139 to 185m2
(1500-2000ft2) per night using garnet.
Furthermore, taking advantage
of GMA’s used garnet recovery
programme, each delivery vehicle
was re-loaded with collected used
garnet for return to GMA’s Fairless
Hills processing plant. The easy
management and removal of used
abrasives reduced disposal costs
to zero, completely eliminating the
USD $150 per ton plus freight costs
required to dispose of spent slag.
Blast cleaning using GMA Garnet
provides significantly lower dust
emissions due to its inherent material
toughness and rapid settling (high
specific gravity).
The lower dust emissions provide
great improvements in operator
visibility and safety on site while
eliminating the constrain to only
conduct blast cleaning at night due to
the high dust levels created by slag.
By Jim Gooden & Trevor Gooden, Blastone

Learn how to reduce
your blasting costs
at the Professional
Development Day
road show
GMA and BlastOne launched the highly
anticipated Professional Development Road
Show for abrasive blasting users in Australia
and New Zealand in April this year.
The development days sessions conducted
by industry professionals offer participants
practical insights on how to reduce their
blasting costs and minimise risks.
Participants will also learn the difference
between garnet types and applying it to
the right applications including successful
industry case studies using GMA GarnetTM.
In addition, there will be live
demonstrations on new robotic blasting
technology, the VertiDrive Wall climber,
internal pipeblasting equipment and a new
range of handtools and training.
The first session was held on 12th April
2019 in Melbourne with the following
locations for the rest of the year:
12th July 2019

Sydney

16th August 2019

Auckland

16th September 2019

Brisbane

18th October 2019

Perth

To sign up for one of the development days,
visit: www.blastone.com/gma-days
By Alan Godinho, Perth
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The GMA team and GMA distributor D Trading Co. at EGYPS 2019.

GMA ToughBlast™ launched at major trade
events in the Middle East and USA
The Group’s new engineered blend, GMA ToughBlast™ garnet was
featured at SteelFab 2019 from 14th to 17th January this year.
Held in Sharjah, UAE, the four-day event attracted over 7000 visitors
from the regional steel fabrication industry. It provides a platform for
sharing the latest cutting-edge technology, metal manufacturing and
steel fabrication from across the world.
A month later, the Middle East team brought GMA ToughBlast™ to
Cairo, Egypt and launched GMA ToughBlast™ at EGYPS 2019.
The three-day event from 11th to 13th February attracted over
20 000 visitors, with more than 400 exhibitors from over 38
different countries.
This event showcased new projects, technologies, key products and
services that could support the growth of the Egyptian and North
African hydrocarbon sector.
In USA, the GMA team promoted GMA TougBlast at the NACE
Corrosion 2019 Conference and Expo in Nashville, Tennessee from
24th to 28 March.
The conference attracted over 6,000 people from the global
corrosion and coatings community for the latest updates on
corrosion- related technologies, research and educational content.
This exhibition was a great opportunity to network with the best in
the industry.

The GMA team at SteelFab 2019.

GMA’s ToughBlast is our most diverse blend of garnet
engineered for the toughest coating removal jobs. The
product is designed to clean faster at the lowest possible
consumption rate, ideal for cleaning tank exteriors, liners,
water treatment facilities and general maintenance.
By Ajay Thanki, Dubai & Jasmine Seah, Perth
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GAC joins
major
construction
show in Saudi
Arabia

GMA’s joint venture company Garnet Arabia Company (GAC)
participated in the The Big 5 Saudi
exhibition from 10th to 13th March
this year.
Held in Jeddah, the show has
become one of the largest and most
important construction exhibitions
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
The event is an ideal platform for
construction professionals across
the Gulf Cooperation Countries.
More than 300 exhibitors from 36
countries showcased the latest
construction products, technologies
and services.
The GAC sales team promoted
GMA Garnet™ the industry standard
garnet abrasives for waterjet cutting,
along with genuine waterjet spare
parts and blast cleaning equipment
from IBIX.
By Sibin Abraham, Jeddah
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Investing in advanced equipment will enable GMA to keep up with growing global demand and
provide the highest quality product to customers around the globe.

GMA takes delivery of Australia’s
first 90-tonne Volvo excavator
GMA has taken delivery of Australia’s first
Volvo EC950E, a 90 tonne, heavy duty
excavator at its mine site in Port Gregory,
Australia in April this year.
GMA CEO Stephen Gobby said the
addition of the state-of-the-art excavator
which stands close to 5m tall and stretch’s
over 13.5m will enable the Port Gregory
mine to increase production and efficiency
with its high capacity 5.6m3 bucket.
“Introducing the Volvo EC950E, the first
of its kind in Australia, to our Port Gregory
operation is part of a broader global
growth strategy.
“Investing in our local operations with
advanced equipment will enable GMA to
keep up with growing global demand and
provide the highest quality product to
customers around the globe,” he said.
“The excavator, which includes the latest
in technology to ensure safe, responsive
and reliable operation for our workforce

will increase the efficiency of production
and supports the future expansion of our
operations,” he continued.
“As we experience significant global
expansion, GMA’s Port Gregory and
Geraldton operations continue to play a
central role in the supply of GMA's high
performance garnet to customers around
the globe,” said Mr Gobby.
The non-hazardous abrasive mineral
sand mined in Port Gregory is processed
on site, then transported to the Group’s
Geraldton plant for final processing
before being distributed to customers
across the globe.
Since commencing operations at Port
Gregory in 1973, GMA has exported over
five million metric tonnes of the highest
quality garnet to customers in over 80
countries worldwide.
By Stephanie Cheong, Perth

CORPORATE | STAFF NEWS

GMA volunteers at the Foodbank community kitchen in Perth. The kitchen produces over 1,000 packaged meals per week.

GMA volunteers help out at Foodbank
Community Kitchen
The GMA team in Perth offered their support to the local
community by spending two days helping in the Foodbank
Community Kitchen in April this year.
The volunteers helped prepare packaged meals to be
distributed to individuals and families in need across Western
Australia. The kitchen produces over 1,000 affordable packaged
meals per week using mainly donated ingredients and therefore,
reducing food waste to 3%.
“It was a rewarding and informative experience to learn more
about our community and the hardships a significant number of
people are facing in just feeding their families. I felt privileged
to have the opportunity to assist a very valuable community
service,” said GMA Global Technical Manager Paul Bode.
For GMA Sales Administrator Emma McCarthy, it was a very
humbling experience for her.

Some disturbing truths have been revealed in the Foodbank
Hunger Report 2018, namely that in the last year, one in five
Australians (18%) have experienced food insecurity - where they
didn’t have enough food for themselves or their family and could
not afford to buy food.
The report also revealed that one in four Australians have gone
for an entire day without eating due to food insecurity. For
nearly 20 years, Foodbank Western Australia have been running
the School Breakfast Programme to help the large numbers of
children in the state going to school hungry.
This programme provides a nutritious breakfast to 18,000
students each week and continues to have a far more profound
positive impact on students, teachers and the community than
was ever expected.
By Stephanie Cheong, Perth

“I’ve always wanted to volunteer at a non-profit organisation as
such and to be given the opportunity to do this during working
hours was great,” Emma said.

Caring for our young people
The increasing focus on mental health issues affecting young
Australians has led GMA to support the Hawaiian Ride for Youth
charity since 2018.
GMA CEO Stephen Gobby said that the Group cares for our young
people and the communities in the regional areas of Western
Australia especially where our garnet mining and processing
operations are located in Geraldton and Port Gregory, Australia.
“GMA supports the efforts of Youth Focus as we believe in building
a future generation of positive, happy and strong leaders for the
communities,” Stephen added.
GMA Mining Australia General Manager Amanda Gundry
(right) presenting a donation of AUD$5,000 to Youth Focus
representative Fiona Stewart.

By Stephanie Cheong, Perth
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Caring for
children with
special needs
in the Gulf
Community
GMA extended its support to The
Rashid Centre for Disabled in the
United Arab Emirates by presenting a
donation of AED 75,000 to the centre
in January this year.
The aim of the centre is to provide
quality education and therapy services
to children with special needs.
In addition, the centre promotes
the awareness and understanding of
disability issues in the Gulf community.
The only one of its kind in the Emirates,
the centre has a holistic approach to
education and gives every child their own
tailored programme. The goal is for every
child is to maximise their independence
so they can actively take part in home,
school and community life.

From left: Dharmesh Tala and Giresh Ragoowanshi from GMA presenting the donation to Rashid Centre
Founder & Director Maryam Othman and Corporate Support Unit & Community Service Ibrahim Bin Tarish.
In return, Mrs Othman presented a plaque to GMA as a token of appreciation.

Established in 1994, the centre now
looks after 250 students from 40
different nationalities. GMA Middle East
General Manager Giresh Ragoowanshi
compared the social care, education and
therapy services at the centre to the
proverb, “Give a person a fish and you feed
him for a day; teach a person to fish and
you feed him for a lifetime.”

“Our support to the centre is part of
GMA's Corporate Social Responsibility in
giving back to the community. It is in line
with one of GMA’s purpose of making a
difference to the community and to help
provide equal opportunities for people of
all abilities,” Giresh said.
By Ajay Thanki, Dubai

Paul Ferguson joins GMA as head
of Global Mining
The Group is pleased to welcome Paul
Ferguson on board as Executive General
Manager, Global Mining.
Paul joined the Group in early 2019
and is responsible for our global mining
operations – including Australia and
North America, and development of new
resources for GMA.
Prior to his appointment at GMA, Paul
has worked in various management and
senior roles in mining, technical, oil and gas
and commercial for Exxon Coal Minerals
Australia, Mobil Oil Australia, Exxon Mobil in
Singapore and Thailand, and Imperial Oil –
Canada. He was instrumental in establishing
the mining operations for the Kearl Oil
Sands project in Alberta, Canada.

In his early career, Paul was with BHP
Iron Ore and BHP Coal in large scale
mining operations in Australia for six
years. A mining engineer with over 30
years of experience, Paul brings a wealth
of mining and commercial experience
across technical and operations disciplines
covering mines, oil refineries, crude oil
supply operations, project management
and commercial operations.
Paul holds an engineering degree from
the University of Ballarat and a post
graduate diploma in applied finance and
investment through the Securities Institute
of Australia. He also holds executive
qualifications from INSEAD in Singapore
and the Thunderbird School of Global
Management in Arizona, USA.
By Stephen Gobby, Perth
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Terry enjoys
working with
machines
15 years of service

Terry Smith is real family man and
loves spending quality time with his
wife, children and grandchildren.
That’s how he joined GMA 15 years
ago in April 2003. The Group’s mining
operation in Port Gregory is close to
where he lives which allows him to
stay close to family, friends and the
country lifestyle he enjoys, especially
boat fishing in Port Gregory.

Good people,
respect for the
environment
15 years of service

Since joining GMA in 2004, Melanie DiazBlanco has met so many nice people from
around the world. In fact, she came to know
some of them very well after all these years.
In her role as Disposition & Purchase
Coordinator Water Jet Parts, Melanie is
responsible for procuring waterjet parts,
managing inventory, processing requests,
researching, forecasting and reporting.
As she is responsible for purchasing, Melanie is
constantly communicating with parts suppliers,
manufacturers and accounts managers.
Besides the friendly work place, Melanie is
happy to work for a company like GMA that
respects the environment. A standout memory
for her was the opportunity to attend our
sister company’s 100 years of Jebsen & Jessen
celebration at the Chamber of Commerce in
Hamburg in 2009.
By Kristina Kothe, Hamburg

Today, he is a Level 3 Operator
managing dozers and excavators
and he is happy to remain in this
position even though he was offered
the position as Leading Hand. With
his wealth of experience and sound
advice, Terry has supported many
new starters to become part of GMA.

A typical day for Terry involves
working with a dozer to push out
tails, ramps on stockpile ore or
product piles to ensure the area is
safe for dump trucks to operate.
He also maintains benches of ore and
the stockpile area, always leaving the
area the excavator has worked on
neat and tidy for the next operator.
Terry is passionate about football
and proudly led the Reserves to
a premiership win in his 2-year
presidential stint at the Northampton
Football Club.
By Belinda Burrows, Geraldton

Emily - a true gem
15 years of service

Emily Vause joined GMA in 2003, part-time, as a
Quality Control Officer in Geraldton, Australia.
She has grown with the company and is now a
full-time Laboratory Supervisor, famous for
sweetening things with her amazing cakes
and lovely singing voice.
As a Laboratory Supervisor, Emily is
responsible for the day-to-day running
of the laboratory and product analysis
to ensure all our products meet the
specifications and high quality standards we
consistently deliver to customers. Emily also
trains and mentors employees in addition
to handling customer quality enquiries and
test work samples.
Also, a new Mum, her gorgeous daughter
Jasmine means there is never a dull moment. In
her spare time, Emily enjoys paddle boarding,
walking, baking and photography.
By Belinda Burrows, Geraldton
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“GMA has been really good to me”
“I like the mateship and the people
I have met since I joined the
company more than 25 years ago."
Mark Bailey
25 years of service

Mark embodies everything that is special about GMA's
people. Committed, hardworking, and he really cares about
the quality of our products. It is individuals such as Mark
that make GMA the company it is today.
“GMA has been really good to me.”

CEO Stephen Gobby

“I like the mateship and the people I have met since I joined
the company more than 25 years ago,” said Mark Bailey.

I have worked closely with Mark over the last 13 years.
Mark is extremely knowledgeable about the dry processing
plant and he is always willing to mentor and teach.

Looking back, Mark joined GMA as 'Sand Stacker' in 1993.
Over the years, he has moved up the ranks from Leading
Hand to Supervisor and then to Superintendent for the dry
plant in Geraldton.

Mark is an inspiration to his fellow workmates, he is always
approachable and a positive influence. His commitment to
GMA is commendable.

Being with GMA for more than 25 years is quite an
achievement and Mark shared that one of his career
highlights was spending 18 months coaching and mentoring
our plant employees in Montana and Philadelphia, USA
in 2015.

I look forward to working alongside Mark for many more
years. Congratulations on your 25th Anniversary.
General Manager - Midwest Operations Amanda Gundry

“It was really rewarding to help the teams and to see the
operations up and running,” Mark said.

I have worked with Mark for the past 22 years,
he has been a wonderful workmate, well-liked by all
the employees.

Currently, he works as Dry Plant Processing Crew
Supervisor and ensures production and logistics are carried
out safely and effectively.

He always takes the time to say hi, have a chat and has a
genuine connection with the workforce. He is well known
for the love for his family, Westcoast Eagles (Australian
football team) and camping.

Mark also loves the increased work-life balance the new
rosters give and uses the four days off to renovate his
1950’s home in Geraldton. He enjoys playing golf and
fishing in his spare time.

I would like to wish him well and look forward to working
with him for many more years to come.
A fantastic effort, congratulations Mark!

By Belinda Burrows, Geraldton

Administration Officer Donna Collis
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